Overview

Products and Market Share in the Medical Field

Olympus provides two kinds of value, through Early Diagnosis, particularly in terms of gastrointestinal endoscopes, and Minimally Invasive Therapy with emphasis placed on surgical products. Through this, we hope to contribute to improvements in the quality of life of patients while also helping to address the worldwide trend of rising healthcare costs.

Early Diagnosis

Example of early diagnosis of lesions with gastrointestinal endoscopes and minimally invasive therapy with endotherapy devices

Flexible Endoscopes
Suitable for examination and treatment of internal organs by utilizing the flexibility of the insertion tube and distal end to insert the scope through the mouth or nose, for example

Used in Organs
- Esophagus
- Stomach
- Colon
- Duodenum
- Bladder
- Respiratory organs (lungs)

Endotherapy Devices

Minimally Invasive Therapy

Examples of laparoscopic surgical equipment

Minimally Invasive Surgery

Endotherapy Devices
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